
Laptop / Touch Screen Karaoke Players
How to transfer the songs from JB-199 (I, II) unit to CAVS
Laptop Karaoke/Touch Screen Karaoke/PlayCDG KJ Deluxe 64 LT
program
This instruction shows how to transfer the song files from a JB-199 (I, II) unit to CAVS Laptop Karaoke
player, The procedure is exactly the same for transferring the song files to CAVS Touch Screen
Karaoke player or any PC using the PlayCDG KJ Deluxe 64 LT software.

Obtain an USB external hard drive. The size of the external hard drive should be bigger than
the number of songs you have in the JB-199 unit multiplied by 4MB for each song. For
example, if you have 50,000 songs, you will need a minimum of 200GB size external hard
drive.
All song files of the JB-199 (I, II) player are in a single folder called "Songs" which is located in
C:\NJB99\ or D:\.drive inside the JB-199 unit. Connect the external hard drive to the JB-199
unit. Locate and copy the entire folder "Songs" into the external hard drive.
When the copying is complete, connect the external hard drive to the CAVS Laptop Karaoke
player and copy the "Songs" folder from the external hard drive into the Laptop Karaoke
player. The target location in the Laptop Karaoke can be anywhere, but for the organizational
purpose, we recommend putting the "Songs" folder inside the "Karaoke Songs" folder in the
Laptop Karaoke.
Having transferred the song files into the Laptop Karaoke, start the PlayCDG KJ Deluxe 64 LT
program. Go to the bottom left section of the Control Panel and navigate to the "Songs"
folder. Double click on the "Songs" folder and all the songs inside the "Songs" folder will
appear on the bottom right section. Depending on the number of the songs, it may take up to
1 or 2 minutes for all the songs to appear.
Next select any one of the playlist slots 1 - 10 in the top right section of the Control Panel. If
the slot is not empty, press the "New" button to clear the slot.
Click on the Check box at the bottom of the bottom right section. All songs in the bottom
right section will be highlighted.
Click on the "Playlist" button at the bottom of the bottom right section. A playlist of all the
songs in the bottom right section will be copied onto the top right section.
Click on the "Save as" button at the top of the top right section. Input the name to save the
playlist under. For example, we can name the list as "JB199", "Songs", "Master Playlist", etc.
Click on "Save" button.

Please refer to other postings in the User Forum for topics such as:

How to use the same song numbers as the JB-199 after the transfer of songs
How to use the E-Songbook tablets
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